
THE CONTROLLED DEMOLITION OF 9/11 TRUTH

“Just because someone says the government is 
lying does not mean they are telling the truth.”
John Judge, Coalition on Political Assassinations  

"If the organizing principle is that the government lies, 
but there's no organizing principle to how you get to the 
truth, then anything is possibly the truth.  People will 
organize around disinformation just as easily as 
information.  The way covert operations do effective 
disinformation is they give the truth to the people who are 
discredited and they give the lie to the people who have 
great credibility - the way they disinform from both ends 
and confuse people.  They put out stories - as we know 
from the assassinations - that will lead us down false 
paths, that will lead us to false sponsorships."
-- John Judge, Coalition on Political Assassinations, 
conference on the 37th anniversary of the assassination 
of Robert F. Kennedy, June 5, 2005

Initially, and to the credit of its first generation of 
leadership, the truth in "9/11 Truth" referred to its 
absence from the official record, and the need for an 
independent accounting. (A recent echo of this is heard in 
the title of 9/11: Press for Truth.) Now, it means the 
Revealed Truths of the vying catechisms of "Inside Job": 
almost exclusively demolition, missiles and TV fakery. So 
it isn't enough anymore to say the Official Story is a 
lie, though it is, since the popular unofficial stories 
are as well. And perhaps told by the same storyteller.
-- Jeff Wells, "Grassroots Wisdom" Rigorous Intuition 
blog, 2007-09-14
http://rigint.blogspot.com/2007/09/grassroots-wisdom.html

http://rigorousintuition.blogspot.com/2006/04/
conspiracature_12.html#comments
Jeff said...

As I've posted before, my point is this: I've seen 
"9/11 Truth" be hijacked by speculation, whether 
valid or not, and the best and hardest evidence for 
conspiracy neglected.

I know what the collapse of the buildings look like, 
and I have questions about WTC 7, but we have 
answers about other things re 9/11 that I consider to 
be much more dangerous to the conspirators if only 
they could get some traction.

I'm talking about things like the coincident wargames 
including the live-fly simulation of hijackings; the al-
Qaeda-ISI-CIA triangle and Omar Saeed Shiekh; Ptech; 
insider trading, Cheney taking on the new role of 
coordinating a response to terror attacks on US soil in 
May, 2001; the standing order for shoot downs changing 
in June 2001, discretion taken away from field 
commanders and entrusted to the Secretary of Defense 
(the order was rescinded after 9/11); names like Dave 
Frasca, Mahmood Ahmed, Wally Hilliard, Randy Glass, 
Michael Springmann, Robert Wright, Sibel Edmonds and 
Indira Singh; Atta's drugs and spooks Florida odyssey; 
the destruction and cover-up of evidence; Jeb Bush's 
hand in purging flight school records, and on and on - 
that's the kind of stuff I'm talking about. That's the kind 
of stuff I wish I was reading when "9/11 Truth" hits 
corporate media, but it's not, is it? ...

Do the people arguing the loudest for demolition, 
who suggest I accept the "official story," even know 
half this stuff?

BBC:  Conspiracy Files: 9/11 - The Third Tower
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oTZ3XXO7wNA
no mention of suppressed warnings and overlapping 
wargames, but lots of focus on Loose Change, Richard 
Gage and Steven Jones, countered by New York 
firefighters who were there and various official experts.  
Has footage showing the fires in 7 were not small and 
were caused by part of the North Tower falling on it, 
first time a skyscraper has fallen on another building.

www.historycommons.org
Paul Thompson "The Terror Timeline" (pp. 441, 466)
After 9:59 am: WTC Building 7 appears damaged

WTC Building 7 appears to have suffered 
significant damage at some point after the WTC 
towers had collapsed, according to firefighters at the 
scene.  Firefighter Butch Brandies tells other firefighters 
that nobody is to go into Building 7 because of creaking 
and noises coming out of there.  According to Deputy 
Chief Peter Hayden, there is a bulge in the southwest 
corner of the building between floors 10 and 13.  
Battalion Chief John Norman later recalls, "At the edge of 
the south face you could see that it was very heavily 
damaged." Deputy Chief Nick Visconti also later recalls 
recounts, "A big chunk of the lower floors had been 
taken out on the Vesey Street side."  Captain Chris Boyle 
recalls, "On the south side of 7 there had to be a hole 
20 stories tall in the building, with fire on several 
floors."
4:30 pm: WTC Building 7 Area is Evacuated

The area around WTC Building 7 is evacuated at this 
time. New York fire department chief officers, who have 
surveyed the building, have determined it is in danger of 
collapsing.  Several senior firefighters have described this 
decision-making process.  According to fire chief Daniel 
Nigro, "The biggest decision we had to make was to 
clear the area and create a collapse zone around the 
severely damaged building [WTC Building 7].  A 
number of fire offices and companies assessed the 
damage to the building.  The appraisals indicated that 
the building's integrity was in serious doubt."

more details:
www.oilempire.us/demolition.html
www.oilempire.us/disinfo.html
www.oilempire.us/wtc7.html



http://rigint.blogspot.com
www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=22903415&postID=116524718610258017
Rice Farmer said...

Allow me to emphatically agree with the non-
endorsement of "Loose Change."  I strongly feel this 
video and its popularity are detrimental to the 9/11 truth 
movement.  Assuming the best of intentions on the part of 
its makers, the physical evidence approach diverts 
attention from the excellent evidence presented in 
"Crossing the Rubicon," which is exactly what 
debunkers want. Because Bush cleaned up the crime 
scenes and destroyed the physical evidence as quickly as 
possible, the physical evidence approach is by nature 
highly speculative and even theoretical.  This makes 
it an extremely easy target for debunkers, as everyone 
can see.  Thus the "9/11 baiting" that is used to draw 
everyone into futile arguments about the towers.  Further, 
many people in the 9/11 truth movement have fallen 
for the debunkers' non sequitur argument that 
proving planes brought down the towers also 
disproves US complicity. In fact, proving that planes 
brought down the towers proves only that planes brought 
down the towers.  By contrast, debunkers flee from 
discussion of the evidence presented in "Rubicon."  Their 
astounding claim is that this "is not evidence."  And they 
get away with this because nine of 10 people in the 
9/11 truth movement see only the towers and fall 
victim to this baiting.  They foam at the mouth and 
argue about melting points and simulations, which 
are easily countered by plausible arguments from the 
other side.  The whole thing is an exercise in futility.

There is probably a basis in legal argumentation 
for avoiding LC and the physical evidence approach.  
Mine is based on logic and strategy.

Captain Chris Boyle (Engine 94) with 18 years of 
service with the FDNY gave this interview:
Firehouse: Did that chief give an assignment to go to 
building 7?
Boyle: He gave out an assignment.  I didn’t know exactly 
what it was, but he told the chief that we were heading 
down to the site.  … We went one block north over to 
Greenwich and then headed south. There was an engine 
company there, right at the corner. It was right 
underneath building 7 and it was still burning at the time.  
They had a hose in operation, but you could tell there was 
no pressure.  It was barely making it across the street.  
Building 6 was fully involved and it was hitting the 
sidewalk across the street. I told the guys to wait up.

A little north of Vesey I said, we’ll go down, let’s see 
what’s going on.  A couple of the other officers and I were 
going to see what was going on.  We were told to go to 
Greenwich and Vesey and see what’s going on.  So we 
go there and on the north and east side of 7 it didn’t 
look like there was any damage at all, but then you 
looked on the south side of 7 there had to be a hole 
20 stories tall in the building, with fire on several 
floors.  Debris was falling down on the building and it 
didn’t look good.

But they had a hoseline operating.  Like I said, it was 
hitting the sidewalk across the street, but eventually they 
pulled back too.  Then we received an order from Fellini, 
we’re going to make a move on 7.  That was the first time 
really my stomach tightened up because the building 
didn’t look good.  I was figuring probably the standpipe 
systems were shot.  There was no hydrant pressure. I 
wasn’t really keen on the idea.  Then this other officer I’m 
standing next to said, that building doesn’t look 
straight.  So I'm standing there. I’m looking at the 
building. It didn’t look right, but, well, we'll go in, we’ll see.

So we gathered up rollups and most of us had masks 
at that time.  We headed toward 7.  And just around we 
were about a hundred yards away and Butch Brandies 
came running up.  He said forget it, nobody's going into 
7, there’s creaking, there are noises coming out of 
there, so we just stopped.  And probably about 10 
minutes after that, Visconti, he was on West Street, and I 
guess he had another report of further damage either in 
some basements and things like that, so Visconti said 
nobody goes into 7, so that was the final thing and that 
was abandoned.
Firehouse: When you looked at the south side, how 
close were you to the base of that side?
Boyle:  I was standing right next to the building, probably 
right next to it.
Firehouse:  When you had fire on the 20 floors, was it in 
one window or many?
Boyle:  There was a huge gaping hole and it was 
scattered throughout there.  It was a huge hole.  I 
would say it was probably about a third of it, right in 
the middle of it.  And so after Visconti came down and 
said nobody goes in 7, we said all right, we’ll head back 
to the command post.  We lost touch with him. I never 
saw him again that day.

Here is an extract from the testimony of Deputy Chief 
Peter Hayden, who had 33 years service in Division 1 
to his credit:
Firehouse:  Other people tell me that there were a lot of 
firefighters in the street who were visible, and they put out 
traffic cones to mark them off?
Hayden:  Yeah. There was enough there and we were 
marking off. There were a lot of damaged apparatus there 
that were covered.  We tried to get searches in those 
areas.  By now, this is going on into the afternoon, and 
we were concerned about additional collapse, not 
only of the Marriott, because there was a good 
portion of the Marriott still standing, but also we were 
pretty sure that 7 World Trade Center would collapse.  
Early on, we saw a bulge in the southwest corner 
between floors 10 and 13, and we had put a transit on 
that and we were pretty sure she was going to 
collapse.  You actually could see there was a visible 
bulge, it ran up about three floors. It came down 
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, but by about 2 
o’clock in the afternoon we realized this thing was 
going to collapse.
Firehouse:  Was there heavy fire in there right away?
Hayden:  No, not right away, and that’s probably why it 
stood for so long because it took a while for that fire to 
develop.  It was a heavy body of fire in there and then we 
didn’t make any attempt to fight it.  That was just one of 
those wars we were just going to lose.  We were 
concerned about the collapse of a 47-story building there.  
We were worried about additional collapse there of what 
was remaining standing of the towers and the Marriott, so 
we started pulling the people back after a couple of hours 
of surface removal and searches along the surface of the 
debris.  We started to pull guys back because we were 
concerned for their safety.

www.OILEMPIRE.US/911.html
9/11 deliberately allowed to happen

some claims of complicity are not true


